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Smart speakers, like Amazon Echo,
Google Home and Apple HomePod, are

spreading rapidly, and it is now common to
hear people asking such assistants to pro-
vide weather forecasts or traffic updates, or
to play audiobooks or music from stream-
ing services. But because a smart speaker
can act only on what it hears, it has little
understanding of objects and people in its
vicinity, or what those people might be up
to. Having such awareness might improve
its performance—and might also let users
communicate with these digital servants
by deed as well as word. Several groups of
researchers are therefore working on ways
to extend smart speakers’ sensory ranges.

One such effort is led by Chris Harrison
and Gierad Laput of Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. On
May 6th, at a conference in Glasgow, Dr
Harrison and Mr Laput unveiled their pro-
posal, which they call SurfaceSight, to give
smart speakers vision as well as hearing.
Their chosen tool is lidar, a system that
works, like radar, by bouncing a beam of
electromagnetic waves off its surround-

ings and measuring how quickly those
waves return. That information, run
through appropriate software, builds up an
image of what the beam is pointing at. If, as
many radars do, a lidar then revolves, it can
sweep the beam around to create a 360° pic-
ture of its surroundings. 

Dr Harrison and Mr Laput have fitted
such a system to an Amazon Echo speaker,
permitting it to sense and identify nearby
household objects and to recognise hand
gestures—and, having been told what
those gestures are intended to convey, to
respond to them. At the moment, the lidar
they use sweeps a six-millimetre-deep

beam around the speaker’s base. It is thus
able to see only things within that slice of
space. This is a restriction on its effective-
ness, but a deliberate one. The two re-
searchers are sensitive to suggestions their
system might be used to spy on its owner.
Although widening its field of view would
undoubtedly increase its utility, giving it
tunnel vision of this sort helps overcome
such suspicions.

Even with this restriction in place, how-
ever, the system’s machine-learning soft-
ware can be trained to recognise objects as
diverse as saucepans, cereal boxes, screw-
drivers, bunches of carrots and smart-
phones. It can also be trained to respond to
this information in useful ways. One ex-
perimental app, for example, employs it to
recognise utensils and ingredients laid out
on a preparation surface and to check
everything needed is available to cook a
particular dish. Another app recognises the
owner’s smartphone and connects it auto-
matically, via Bluetooth, to that individ-
ual’s music collection.

Gesture recognition is similarly useful.
When running the music app, a user might
swap between tracks by swiping his fingers
over the surface the lidar is scanning. The
user of a teleconferencing app might simi-
larly advance through a PowerPoint pre-
sentation. And, though SurfaceSight’s laser
beam cannot recognise particular people,
it can be trained to sense how many of
them are standing beside the surface it sits
on—and which way they are facing. This 
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means it could cajole those it deemed not
to be paying attention to the aforemen-
tioned presentation (that is, those not fac-
ing inward) to follow things more avidly.
Nor is the technology limited to smart
speakers. It can, for example, be employed
to control a thermostat.

Knock knock. Who’s there?
Dr Harrison and Mr Laput are not alone in
making surfaces active. Swan Solutions of
Houston, Texas, sells Knocki, an acceler-
ometer which can be fixed to a surface to
detect the vibrations made by someone
knocking on that surface. Different de-
vices—lamps or a television, say, as well as
a smart speaker—can then be activated by
anyone making the appropriate pre-
arranged number of knocks. 

Other firms, too, are attempting to build
devices that are more aware of their sur-
roundings—for example, by boosting their
ability to recognise sounds. Audio Analyt-
ic, a British maker of sound-recognition
technology, has developed and filed a pat-
ent on what it calls “brand sonification”. In
this, distinctive noises characteristic of the
use of a certain product, such as the pop
made when removing the lid from a tube of
potato crisps or the hiss of opening a can of
drink, are recognised by a smart speaker—
prompting it, perhaps, to offer discounts
on related products. 

That is technologically clever. How far
Audio Analytic has thought this one
through, though, is unclear. Being spied on
by a smart speaker sounds bad enough. Be-
ing pestered by one might be worse. 7

On may 6th SpaceX, a private rocketry
firm founded by Elon Musk, an inter-

net entrepreneur, celebrated its 17th birth-
day. Despite being old enough to drive, the
firm is still occasionally described as a
startup. In reality, its ability to slash the
cost of rocketry has given it a bulging order
book and made it a pillar of the satellite-
launch market. 

But Mr Musk has not lost his appetite for
adventure. On May 15th, assuming the
weather holds, the firm will launch one of
its Falcon rockets with an unusual payload.
Instead of carrying another company’s sat-
ellites, it will be packed full of dozens of
small satellites of SpaceX’s own design.
They are prototypes for a project called
Starlink, the intention of which is to deploy
thousands of satellites in orbits close to
Earth to provide internet access anywhere
and everywhere on the surface of the plan-
et—including to the estimated 3.5bn peo-
ple who currently lack regular, high-quali-
ty connectivity. 

Communication satellites are not a new
idea. But most existing ones orbit far above
Earth’s surface, in so-called geostationary
orbits at a height of about 36,000km. That
is the magic altitude at which a satellite or-
bits as fast as Earth rotates, and thus ap-
pears to hang fixed in the sky when seen
from the ground. Starlink satellites, by 
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In 1968 robert merton, a sociologist at
Columbia University, identified a feature

of academic life that he called the Matthew
effect. The most talented scientists, he ob-
served, tend to have access to the most re-
sources and the best opportunities, and re-
ceive a disproportionate amount of credit
for their work, thus amplifying their al-
ready enhanced reputations and careers.
Less brilliant ones, meanwhile, are often
left scrambling for money and recognition.
Or, as St Matthew puts it (Chapter 13, verse
12), “For whosoever hath, to him shall be
given, and he shall have more abundance:
but whosoever hath not, from him shall be
taken away even that he hath.”

The Matthew effect is undoubtedly real.
But a more recent piece of research, by Yang
Wang, Benjamin Jones and Dashun Wang
of Northwestern University, in Illinois,
suggests Matthew’s verse is not the only
relevant aphorism. Another, “If at first you
don’t succeed, try, try, try again”, also
seems to be true.

The Drs Wang (who are unrelated) and
Dr Jones discovered this by collecting data
on grant applications. In particular they ex-
amined those submitted between 1990 and
2005 to America’s National Institutes of
Health (nih) by junior-level scientists.
Rather than analyse every proposal, they
focused on two groups of applicants: those
who received relatively high scores on
their submissions but just missed getting a
grant, and those who scored similarly well
but just succeeded in being awarded one. 

The three researchers found that, rather

than automatically holding the failures
back, as the Matthew effect might be
thought to predict, an early-career setback
of this sort was sometimes associated with
greater academic success in the long run.
Those in the sample who missed out on
funding were more likely to drop out alto-
gether from the nih system than those
who won it. That came as no surprise. What
did surprise was that those in the near-
miss group who persevered and continued
to apply for grants after their initial failure
outperformed their counterparts who had
succeeded first time, as measured by the
number of citations of their research that
they received over the subsequent ten
years. On average, they garnered, over that
period, 36% more citations and published
39% more “hit” papers (those with cita-
tions in the top 5%) than their near-win
counterparts. 

True grit
While some of this can be explained by the
weakest scientists in the no-grant group
giving up, something else is going on as
well. The three researchers showed this by
removing the lowest-performing scien-
tists from the group that had won grants
until its dropout rate matched that of the
group that had not. That done, they found
that there was still a significant gap be-
tween the subsequent performances of the
two groups. They thus conclude that other,
unobservable, characteristics are at work—
the sort of stuff that laymen refer to as “ef-
fort” or “grit”. 7

New research confirms the value of an old proverb
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2 contrast, will fly in three sets of orbits at
roughly 340km, 550km and 1,200km. 

That will make things complicated. For
one thing, Starlink will need a lot of satel-
lites. The firm has said the system should
be able to begin commercial service with
around 800 of them. But applications filed
with the Federal Communication Commis-
sion, an American regulator, suggest the
firm may eventually be planning nearly
12,000. That is more than twice as many
satellites as are currently in orbit (5,101 ac-
cording to the United Nations Office for
Outer Space Affairs), and almost half as
many again as the total number of ob-
jects—8,539—sent into orbit since the
dawn of the Space Age. 

Low orbits mean that antennas on the
ground must be able to track different sat-
ellites rapidly as they appear over the hori-
zon and then vanish again. SpaceX has
lodged plans for a million such ground sta-
tions. The satellites, meanwhile, must be
able to hand customers off quickly to one
another. (They are designed to communi-
cate with each other via lasers.) Both of
these things will be tricky. Flying low has
benefits, though. The strength of a radio
signal falls with the square of its distance,
which means that communicating with
Starlink will use a fraction of the energy
needed to talk to high-flying geostationary
comsats. And flying low reduces signal la-
tency. The speed of light means that talking
via a geostationary satellite imposes a de-
lay of around half of a second. 

For some applications, such as voice
calls, low latency is nice. For others, such as
remote manipulation of machinery, it is vi-
tal. Mark Handley, a computer scientist at
University College, London, who has done
modelling studies of how Starlink might
work, thinks financial traders could be one
lucrative market. Since light moves faster
in a vacuum than through glass, SpaceX’s
network might provide quicker connec-
tions than the fibre-optic cables that cur-
rently carry most internet traffic, opening
up new possibilities for arbitrage. At the
same time, SpaceX is working on huge
rockets that, if and when they fly, could
help drive launch costs down even further. 

It is not the only firm with ambitions to
beam the internet from the sky. OneWeb, a
company founded in 2012 and now part-
owned by Airbus, a European aerospace
firm, and SoftBank, a Japanese conglomer-
ate, wants to do something similar. One-
Web launched six satellites in February,
and expects that its finished constellation
will contain about 900 of them. Amazon,
Samsung, Boeing and others have toyed
with similar plans, though they exist most-
ly on paper for now. 

Whether any of this will actually hap-
pen is, of course, the biggest question of all.
The idea is not new, says Jonathan McDow-
ell, an astronomer and satellite-watcher at

the Harvard-Smithsonian Centre for Astro-
physics, in Massachusetts. In the 1990s
three firms—Iridium, Globalstar and Tele-
desic—tried something similar, albeit with
fewer satellites. The satellites worked, but
were expensive and slow, with limited ca-
pacity. And clunky hardware was needed
on the ground to connect with them. The
dotcom bust in 2000, says Dr McDowell,
brought an end to their dreams of truly glo-
bal internet access. Second time lucky? 7

Fans of “star wars” will never, in reali-
ty, be able to watch the Boonta Eve Clas-

sic Podrace on Tatooine. But they might
find a pretty good substitute on the streets
of Monaco, Berlin and New York over the
next few months. The fifth Fédération In-
ternationale de l’Automobile Formula e
Championship, a class of motorsport that
admits only electric-powered cars, has a lot
of the hallmarks of podracing—and not
only because the cars, with their high-
pitched, almost insect-like drones, sound
eerily similar to the intergalactic racers
portrayed in “The Phantom Menace”.
Blade-like points at the front and a huge
wing at the back give them speed. Add suf-
ficient power to these aerodynamics and
you have something capable of reaching
280kph. That is pretty nifty, even by the
standards of established Formula 1 racing.

The most recent ePrix of the season took
place at the end of April, in a hailstorm. The
circuit was the streets around Les Inval-
ides, Louis XIV’s monumental home for re-
tired and injured soldiers in Paris. There
were, as with fictional podracing, a fair few

crashes and smashes before Robin Frijns,
of the Envision Virgin Racing team, took
his place on the winner’s podium. 

Formula e was conceived of originally
as a means of demonstrating that electric
motors are not, as many greens portray
them, merely a worthy but slightly dull face
of environmentalism. Actually, they are as
exciting a means of propulsion as internal-
combustion engines, if not better. That
goal has been abundantly achieved, for
Formula e is now the fastest-growing form
of car racing. 

Formula e cars are powered by an elec-
tric motor supplied by a lithium-ion bat-
tery that provides a quarter of a megawatt
of power (335 horsepower, to petrolheads).
They can accelerate from zero to 100kph in
2.8 seconds—as fast as an f1 car can man-
age (and also, some drivers privately admit,
as fast as a human being can easily cope
with). And, like their street-legal electric
cousins, they are good at conserving ener-
gy, for when the driver takes his foot off the
accelerator, the motor acts as a generator,
braking the vehicle by turning its kinetic
energy into electricity and thus recharging
the battery at the same time. 

Crucially, those batteries are getting
better. Drivers in last year’s Formula e
Championship had to stop halfway
through each 45-minute-long race to
change cars. This year’s entrants are all
powered by a battery, made by McLaren Ap-
plied Technologies, a British firm, that of-
fers twice the energy storage, and thus
twice the range, of the pile previously em-
ployed. Batteries with longer lifespans
make electric cars more suitable for long-
distance travel—an important point for
many private car owners who, even though
most of the journeys they make are already
within the range of a single charge, do not
want to risk getting caught out chargeless
and miles from home.

Formula e still has some way to go be-
fore it can take on the two-hour race dura-
tions of its fossil-fuel-powered big brother,
f1. But it is racing along fast. 7
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Amillion species of animals and plants
are threatened with extinction. Three-

quarters of the world’s land and two-thirds
of its marine environments have been “sig-
nificantly altered” by human action. Urban
areas have doubled in size in just the past
30 years. More than 85% of wetlands have
been lost. More than 90% of ocean fish
stocks are being harvested at or above sus-
tainable levels. These are among claims
made in a report published on May 6th by
the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Plat-
form on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Ser-
vices, a big international quango. 

The report, based on 15,000 research pa-
pers, makes grim reading. More than 40%
of amphibians are threatened with extinc-
tion, as are a third of marine mammals, a
third of sharks and a third of corals (a novel
idea for the protection of which is de-
scribed in the next story). Even 10% of the
world’s insects are on the brink. 

A cynic might suggest that 1m is a suspi-
ciously headline-grabbing figure. It is, in-
deed, only a little short of the number of
animal and plant species (around 950,000
and 200,000 respectively) currently recog-
nised and described by science. And its ac-
curacy depends on many assumptions. But
it is probably not a bad guess.

A consensus is emerging of there being
some 8m species of animals and plants (the
report ignores bacteria, fungi and unicellu-
lar creatures like Amoeba). Using figures
from the International Union for Conser-
vation of Nature (iucn), which publishes
an annual Red List of Threatened Species,
the report’s authors looked at the propor-
tion of threatened species in well-studied
groups of organisms and extrapolated. 

In those groups, the iucn reckons
around a quarter of species are at risk of ex-
tinction. Many of the best-studied groups,
however, are vertebrate animals, while
most animals are invertebrates. Extrapo-
lating from vertebrates to invertebrates is
risky. The authors therefore made an ex-
ception for insects, the most speciose
group (5.5m of the 8m purported species).
For these they suggest 10% might be threat-
ened with extinction—a figure in line with
one derived by combining data on habitat
degradation with the known relationship
between habitat area and species numbers.
This suggests 9% of terrestrial animals
(most of which are insects) are threatened
with extinction. Add the figures up and a
bit over 1m is what you get. Depressing. 7

A new report confirms that life on
Earth is in trouble

Extinction

Dead end

Bleaching is bad for coral. It happens
when heat-stressed polyps, the ses-

sile animals that construct coral reefs,
eject the photosynthetic algae which
usually reside within them. These algae
are symbionts, providing nutrients to
their hosts in return for shelter, so losing
them is harmful to polyps and often
results in their death. The higher tem-
peratures brought about by global warm-
ing have therefore led to worries that
more frequent episodes of bleaching
might result in the loss of entire reefs.

Some of these symbiotic arrange-
ments between alga and animal are,
however, more heat-sensitive than oth-
ers. It might therefore be possible to save
reefs by seeding them with heat-resis-
tant symbioses. As temperatures rose,
these biological partnerships would
spread and the reef they had been trans-
planted to would survive. Two research-
ers studying this idea are Megan Mori-
kawa and Stephen Palumbi of Stanford
University, in California. And they have
just published a paper in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences which
suggests that it might work.

Dr Morikawa and Dr Palumbi started
by collecting 20 representatives of each
of four types of coral from a lagoon off
the coast of American Samoa. They
picked the lagoon in question because it
was small and shallow, and thus had
limited water circulation. This meant it
often experienced temperature spikes, so
any corals living within it would be
expected to be adapted to endure such
spikes. Laboratory tests proved those
expectations correct.

The researchers then picked a second
reef, 3km from the original lagoon,
which had similar mean temperatures
over the year but experienced lower daily
temperature fluctuations. They seeded
this with 400 fragments derived from
their collected samples and a further 400
that were not heat-resistant, to act as
controls. The original plan had been to
let these transplanted corals grow for a
while in their new environment and then
bring them back to base for testing.
Nature, however, intervened. Eight
months after the seeding, soaring tem-
peratures caused extensive bleaching on
the reef.

Their hands thus forced, Dr Morikawa
and Dr Palumbi put on their scuba gear
and went diving to see how their trans-
plants had fared. They found that those
from resistant colonies were between a
half and a third as likely to have become
bleached as were the controls. Moreover,
when they returned to the parent corals
in the shallow lagoon and looked at the
health of these after the bleaching event,
they found that the experience of the
parents tended to match that of their
offspring. The eight months of acclimati-
sation and growth the transplants had
undergone had not, in other words,
eliminated the heat tolerance they inher-
ited from their parent colonies.

Though eight months is not that long,
this result is encouraging. Dr Morikawa
and Dr Palumbi now plan an extended
study in Palau. If that proves successful,
then the idea of saving reefs by seeding
them with heat-resistant strains will
have received a significant boost.

Please do not bleach
Protecting coral reefs

An idea to save coral reefs from climate change takes a step forward
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Euclid, the father of geometry, or-
dained that the centre of a circle must

be a fixed point. The Greek island of Delos,
a thirsty patch of rock and thin soil that
lies, roughly, at the midpoint of a ring of is-
lands known as the Cyclades, violated this
rule. The ancients imagined it to be drifting
perpetually. It was said to have gained a
fixed location only after serving as the
birthplace of Apollo, god of wisdom and
light, and probably also of Artemis, the
moon goddess. Its reward for this hospital-
ity was to be bound to the seabed by dia-
mond chains. Previously known as Adilos
(invisible, unmanifested), it was given the
new name of Delos, which suggests some-
thing shown or demonstrated. 

Stable co-ordinates were no guarantee
of a stable life. In the realm of real history,
this holy speck of land was contested by ri-
val islands, city-states, empires and trad-
ing interests. At first there were benign
competitions to build the finest temple;
but in the Hellenistic and Roman eras De-
los became an earthy duty-free market
where slaves were the most visible com-
modity. More than 20,000 people lived on a

dot 5km long by 1.5km wide; some had
prosperous homes with superb mosaics.
But there are also traces of a terrifying fire. 

Sir Antony Gormley, one of Britain’s
foremost public artists, says he could sense
all these legacies in the shape-shifting en-
vironment when he set about installing his
own iron sculptures amid the rocks, the
antiquities and the sea. On chilly days, the
water and the island’s crust are a similar
shade of grey; on sunny ones the granite re-
flects the sun and merges with the sky. Sir
Antony says he understands why Delos was
once seen as drifting: “There is a feeling of
being extended into space at large.” This
spring its beauty is outstanding: a wet win-
ter has left a gorgeous carpet of flowers. 

Twenty-nine of Sir Antony’s anthropo-

morphic figures will stand on Delos until
the end of October. Some are visibly cast
from human bodies (including his own),
others are an assembly of brick-based
shapes which only approximate to Homo
sapiens. Five of the works were made spe-
cially for the exhibition; the rest were pro-
duced during his 20-year study of the rela-
tionship between bodies and their
environments. On Delos they also repre-
sent a startling experiment in juxtaposing
classical and contemporary art—and a rare
exception to Greece’s stringent attitude to
the uses of its antiquities.

Rock and a hard place
Nobody but custodians may live on the
holy isle, but each year about 165,000 peo-
ple sail to Delos in packed boats, either
from the swanky island of Mykonos or
from cruise-ships. The lifelike statue that
stands guard in the water at the north-
western tip will catch visitors by the throat
as they chug towards the quay. Other sculp-
tures, like the highly abstracted prone fig-
ure planted in an ancient theatre, are more
provocative. The heavy blocks of iron are
placed stolidly in a spot that once hosted
sophisticated classical tragedies. 

Having grown up Catholic but later im-
mersed himself in Buddhism, Sir Antony
abhors rigid religious systems. All the spir-
itual art of the past involves subservience
to established ways of thinking and power
structures, he contends. He tries to avoid
that, calling his works a suggestion or a
stimulus. They invite human beings to re-

The uses of antiquity

An artist of the floating world

D E LOS

A groundbreaking show on a Greek island mixes classical and contemporary art 
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inhabit their bodies and overcome their
alienation from nature, which in his view
all civilisation, even that of classical Hel-
las, has inflicted. His choice of iron has a
double meaning: it is a core material of the
planet, but also the basis for the Industrial
Revolution with all its collateral damage. 

For reasons of both practicality and cul-
tural politics, the installation has itself
been a big, expensive feat. For a start, eight
of the sculptures had to be delivered by
chartered helicopter. Among the organis-
ers of the show, named “Sight”, is Neon, a
foundation established by Dimitris Daska-
lopoulos, a Greek businessman. In an
unusually seamless case, for Greece, of
public-private collaboration, Neon has
worked with the department of the culture
ministry that oversees the Cyclades. To-
gether they approached the Central Ar-
chaeological Council, which jealously
guards classical sites; it insisted that no
sculptures be placed in the most sacred
parts of the ancient temples. 

Even with the provisos, the permission
to stage the exhibit was unusual. In the his-
tory of independent Greece, its antiquities
have been put to unconventional use only a
small number of times. In the 1850s British
and French soldiers held a banquet in the
Parthenon; for proud Greeks, this was pro-
vocative behaviour by countries which al-
ready held much looted Hellenic art. In the
1920s a Greek photographer called Nelly in-
duced famous ballerinas to pose nearly or
completely nude around the Parthenon.
Isadora Duncan, a matriarch of modern
dance, had been more decent as she twirled
around the columns a few years earlier. 

Demand from film-makers for ancient
Greek locations has posed fresh dilemmas.
Permission to shoot on the Acropolis was
granted to Francis Ford Coppola; the bbc’s
bid to use the temple at Sounion, south of
Athens, for “The Little Drummer Girl”, a
mini-series, was accepted, too, though
only after the broadcaster made revisions
to its plans. But Gucci, the fashion house,
was sent packing in 2017 when it asked to
stage an event on the Athenian rock. And
woe betide the tourist who attempts any
spontaneous re-enactment. Don a classical
dress and pose for friends in front of a pil-
lar, and you risk a scolding from a guard. 

Films and other cultural events in the
vicinity of the antiquities should be “an ex-
ception, not an addiction”, says Manolis
Korres, doyen of conservation at the Acrop-
olis. So in its boldness, its extravagance and
its challenge to a revered location, the De-
los show will very likely prove a one-off.
“Nothing like this will ever happen again,”
guesses Dimitris Athanasoulis, the cul-
ture-ministry mandarin who oversees the
Cyclades. For now, Sir Antony hopes, his
figures stand like acupuncture needles on
the island’s craggy surface, primed to reac-
tivate its mystical energies. 7

Wherever they walk, people tend to
look up, ignoring the world beneath

their feet. For that world is dark. When it is
cut open, for city drain-work or open-cast
mining, the raw, muddy scar seems repel-
lent. Few want to venture into it, let alone
go deeper, where the light gradually dimin-
ishes and the bedrock closes in.

Yet as Robert Macfarlane points out, in
his best and most lyrical book of nature-
writing since “The Wild Places”, human-
ity’s relationship with this underland is
complex and contradictory. It is a place to
hide both what is precious and what is re-
volting—including objects that excite both
feelings, such as the bodies of the dead. The
underland is rifled for treasure, oil, gold,
rare earths; it is visited by heroes and sha-
mans to retrieve memories, discover mys-
teries, consort with ghosts (Aeneas) or res-
cue love (Orpheus). At one point Mr
Macfarlane combines these enterprises,
rattling in a truck for miles through the
tunnels of a giant potash mine under the
North Sea. He debouches in a laboratory
where, in the necessary pitch-dark and si-
lence, a young scientist sits watching deep
space to catch, if he can, the invisible trem-
or of dark matter on the last, least particles
that humans can observe.

Once again, then, as naturally as in an-

cient times, knowledge of the true nature
of things is being sought in the depths. And
once again, other depths are concealing
what humans do not want to know. Few
readers will be aware—so vastly accommo-
dating and patient is the Earth—that at Ol-
kiluoto in Finland, down a road through
birch woods and saltmarsh, a “tomb” is be-
ing built to hold 6,500 tonnes of nuclear
waste with a half-life of 4.46bn years. 

The name of this tomb, Onkalo, sug-
gests both a hiding place and hell. The un-
derland is often hellish, not so much for its
obscurity (for it is often lit by torches or
helmet lamps, and Mr Macfarlane has an
owl mascot to help him see in the dark), as
for its horrible constriction, and the weight
of the world above. This is not a book for
claustrophobes. In the Mendips in Somer-
set the author works his way sideways
through a diagonal slit between two angled
planes of rock, a “deep time space” that will
only just admit him, squeezed by an im-
mense overhang. Far beneath Paris, in the
labyrinth of tunnels cut into the limestone
to accommodate the overflowing dead of
the city, he slithers along a crawl space, the
back of his skull scraping on rock and his
face pressed into gravel. 

These defiles sometimes open on sur-
prises: dunes of black and gold sand, a roar-
ing river writhing with strange white
shapes, a long-lost Cabinet of Mineralogy
belonging to a School of Mines. But such
scenes are rare, and hard won. As a man of
the mountains and open air, Mr Macfarlane
often feels his fear “like bats, flocking and
tangling”. His terror is not merely his; it is
ancestral and primeval. 

In one of his most fascinating chapters,
however, he stays on the surface. Safely
seated among the coppiced beeches of Ep-
ping Forest, east of London, he learns from 

What lies beneath

Another country

Underland: A Deep Time Journey. By
Robert Macfarlane. W.W. Norton; 384 pages;
$27.95. Hamish Hamilton; £20

Going underground
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2 a mycologist about the near-invisible net-
works of fungi, “the wood wide web”,
which connect trees in infinite succession
below ground, another buried city.
Through this web trees succour sick com-
panions, co-operate and communicate, in
ways still mysterious to those who walk
above. Whenever he himself moves, sleeps
and eats underground, he likes to think he
is leading a similar unsuspected life. 

Swiftly, he becomes good friends with
his guides and helpers through this hostile
world. His most emotional response, how-
ever, is reserved for the humans who

braved the underland millennia before: the
mourners who laid corpses there, gently
covered with a swan’s wing, or with coins
pressed on their eyes to pay their fare
across the Styx; or the artists who, at Chau-
vet in France, left their palettes and tapers
below the bison they had painted. In one
remote cave on the west coast of Norway,
discovering a faint but spirited array of red
stick-dancers, he simply collapses in tears. 

Man’s impact on the underland is no
longer benign. The bedrock is hollowed to
hold poison and trash, while the depths of
the ice-cap are warming and shifting. In

the Arctic, Mr Macfarlane watches a melt-
ing glacier calve: it seems to disgorge a
whole city of ice. Cavers and miners of the
future will spot the Anthropocene as a
stratified layer of plastic, which he finds
strewn on beaches in the farthest points of
the Lofoten Islands. His book is suffused
with sadness for this. He finds comfort
where he can: in the innocence of children,
the company of friends, the light-drenched
vividness of surface life, which cries out to
be cherished—and in the astronomer who,
confined to the dark, patiently turns to-
wards the stars. 7

Johnson Degrees of separation

Words, like people, have tangled and extensive family trees

It is natural to try to find resem-
blances in family photos: grandma’s

nose here, Uncle Jim’s hairline there.
When considering the family of English
words, it is tempting to look for the same
sort of likenesses. Often they are real; for
instance, regal and royal derive from the
same source, which was imported into
English twice, from both Grandpa Latin
and Aunt French.

But often they are not. In the human
world, people sometimes find out to
their shock that they are adopted, or take
a dna test and discover a surprising
parentage. At this point, resemblances
that they thought were genetic turn out
to be illusory. Similarly, two words can
look so alike that it seems they simply
must be siblings—yet they aren’t.

Take pawn the verb and pawn the
noun. Both have to do with exchanging
something for something else of value.
In chess, a pawn is sacrificed for strategic
advantage; at the pawn shop, a guitar is
sacrificed for much-needed cash. Are
they variants of the same word? No.
While one word can develop many
senses—to run a computer program is
descended from the word to run with
your legs—sometimes two words identi-
cal in spelling and pronunciation have
entirely separate origins. 

As with pawn. The verb may be from a
Germanic root meaning “surety”, which
made its way into English via French; in
modern German, Pfand is a “deposit”. The
chess-piece, though, has a totally differ-
ent story. It came from (Norman) French,
as paun, but that in turn came from Latin
pedon—a foot soldier (compare pedestri-
an). Since a foot soldier is lowly and
dispensable, it came to mean a sacrific-
able chess-piece, and, in other lan-
guages, a menial labourer. English bor-
rowed peon, another form of the same

European (pie), spoken perhaps 5,000
years ago. That’s enough time for some
truly scrambling sound changes: pie’s
akwa mutated into agwjo, aujo and ieg in
the Germanic branch of the family before
becoming the “i” in island. In the Ro-
mance branch, it stayed closer to its roots
and became Latin aqua. Reconstructing
pie is one of the unsung achievements of
modern science. Working backwards
from today’s languages through written
classical ones allowed philologists to
discover systematic changes, which in
turn let them peer further into the past to
posit what the unwritten pie would have
sounded like.

Browsing through an index of Indo-
European roots (the American Heritage
Dictionary website has an excellent one)
enables verbal discoveries as startling as
the fact that Dick Cheney is distantly
related to Barack Obama. Dyeu (to shine)
not only yielded day and diary but deity
and divine, plus the gods’ names Jove,
Jupiter, Zeus and Tiu. That last term, for a
Norse god, appears in Tuesday—which
therefore includes dyeu twice.

Since pie’s descendants are now
spoken from Donegal to the Bay of Ben-
gal, the “family” in question is not just
the vocabulary of English but that of
some 3bn people speaking over 400
modern languages. The stories of words
that are surprisingly unrelated (pawn-
pawn, repair-repair) are overwhelmed by
the number of those that are just as
startlingly connected (island-aquatic,
divine-Tuesday). Those links are a good
reminder of just how big the circle of
family can be drawn, if you are open-
minded enough in today’s nervously
nationalist age. Time and distance can
too easily obscure the fact that words—
like people—have many more relatives
than they might seem to.

word, from Spanish. Pawn is related to
peon, but not to pawn.

This kind of thing is all over the lan-
guage. Repair (to fix) and repair (as in “let’s
repair to the smoking room”) look like they
must be the same word with different
meanings. In fact, they are pawn-style
homonyms. The “fix” word comes from
Latin reparare, to set something right
again; the return/retire meaning comes
from repatriare, to go back to your country.

Isle and island seem to be obvious rela-
tives. In fact their resemblance is happen-
stance combined with human error. “Isle”
comes from Latin insula; its “s” became
silent in its voyage through French. But
island is Germanic (the –land is a hint, and
the “i” is reminiscent of cousins like Ice-
landic eyja). Medieval writers mistakenly
thought that the word, then written as
iland, came from insula too. They inserted
the “s” to reflect that (incorrect) etymolo-
gy. It has never been pronounced.

In fact, odd as it may seem, island is
related to aquatic. The source of nearly
every language in Europe and many in the
Middle East and South Asia is Proto-Indo-
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In orhan pamuk’s novel “A Strangeness
in My Mind”, a character admits to floun-

dering in the author’s native Istanbul: “Be-
ing alone in this big city is unbearable.” The
sentiment is shared by the protagonist of
“Walking on the Ceiling”, a debut by anoth-
er Turkish writer, Aysegul Savas. Despite its
vitality and bustle, Nunu finds Istanbul in-
fused with “a poetic sadness”, and a loneli-
ness that “robs you of words”.

Lonely as Nunu is, she narrates an origi-
nal, mesmerising story about growing up
in a fractured Istanbul family and spending
time with a kindred spirit in Paris, where
she moves after her mother’s death. In a
bookshop she meets M., a fellow foreigner
(British, in his case) and one of her favour-
ite writers. An unlikely friendship devel-
ops. Soon they are corresponding, devising
a private slang, and going on long explor-
atory walks around the French capital. He
shows her new ways of seeing the city; in
exchange, she provides material—home-
town details, childhood recollections and
“stories that weren’t quite mine”—for his
work in progress set in Turkey.

As Nunu traverses Paris, taking in sights
and sounds, she also offers flashbacks of
the life she left behind. She tells of her fa-
ther’s death, the summers she spent at her
grandparents’ house, Sunday walks along
the Bosporus, and most of all her difficult
relationship with her unhappy mother.
And she meditates on the “new political
climate” in Istanbul, in which “there was
no knowing what would happen next.”

All this makes for a fragmented narra-
tive, composed of scattered, occasionally
scrambled, remembrances. Ms Savas (who
writes in English) flits between places and
times. Each short, sharp chapter is either a
discrete thought or deed, or the next stage
of a city walk or relationship. Some sec-
tions are little more than vignettes that are
over before they have properly begun. Oth-
ers succinctly convey a fraught moment,
intimate encounter or pivotal discovery.

At the outset Nunu describes her ac-
count as an “incomplete inventory”. Not
every reader will appreciate the disjointed
storytelling: an intriguingly dangling
thread for one will be a frustrating loose
end for another. In the end, though, Ms Sa-
vas allows a coherent and rewarding whole
to emerge. The result is a beguiling tale of
two cities which expertly illuminates “the
devious ways of memory”. 7

Urban fiction

Tales of the cities

Walking on the Ceiling. By Aysegul Savas.
Riverhead Books; 224 pages; $26 and £18.99

Abenign paradox lies at the heart of
America’s approach to religion. It is far

more devout than other wealthy Western
countries. While 6% of British adults re-
port praying every day, over half of Ameri-
cans say they do. Yet, observant but diverse
in their beliefs, Americans are remarkably
accepting of other faiths.

Steven Waldman, the author of a fine
history of the religious views of the Found-
ing Fathers, has now written a powerful ac-
count of American religion since the colo-
nial period. As he recounts, Thomas
Jefferson and James Madison ardently sup-
ported the separation of government and
religion. The First Amendment duly pro-
vides that “Congress shall make no law re-
specting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” The
pair were in the minority, however. Before
the revolution, Quakers in Puritan Massa-
chusetts were whipped and hanged. Bap-
tists in Virginia were jailed. The constitu-
tion’s religious strictures were not fully
enforced until the first world war. 

“Sacred Liberty” chronicles a general
trend towards toleration—punctuated by
outrages. In 1838 the governor of Missouri
ordered the extermination of Mormons; a
massacre ensued. In the 1920s and 1930s
the anti-Catholic, anti-Jewish Ku Klux Klan
gained power in several states. Twenty
thousand people attended a Nazi rally at
New York’s Madison Square Garden in 1939.

The second world war shifted attitudes
decisively. The draft mixed men of all
faiths as comrades-in-arms. The entertain-
ment industry chimed in. “Religion
doesn’t make any real difference,” Frank Si-
natra says in a short film of 1945, “except to
a Nazi or a dope.” To be anti-Semitic was to
be Hitler’s ally; the concept of a Judaeo-
Christian heritage took hold. For his part,
Franklin Roosevelt advocated the “freedom
of every person to worship God in his own
way—everywhere in the world”. Later, de-
scribing the struggle against atheistic
communism, Harry Truman declared that
there had never been a cause greater than
defending “the right to worship God—each
as he sees fit”. The Supreme Court began
vigorously to protect religious freedom.

In those days a Supreme Court without a
Protestant majority was unthinkable. In
2010 the advent of a bench composed of six
Catholic justices, three Jews and no Protes-
tants was barely noticed. Jews are now the
country’s best liked religious group—but
the warm attitudes transcend philo-Semi-
tism. By 2010 around half of all Americans
had a spouse of a different religious tradi-
tion. Neighbourhoods, workplaces and
friendships have become more religiously
diverse. As Robert Putnam and David
Campbell put it in “American Grace” (2010),
a magisterial study that Mr Waldman cites:
“It is difficult to demonise the religion, or
lack of religion, of people you know and,
especially, those you love.” Messrs Putnam
and Campbell found that, within the big
faiths, overwhelming majorities of Ameri-
cans believe that good people of other
creeds can go to heaven.

Meanwhile, zealous as America may
seem to outsiders, religion, particularly
the organised kind, is becoming far less
important. When pollsters queried reli-
gious preferences in the 1950s, some 95% of
Americans gave a specific denomination or
tradition. In recent surveys, the share who
say they have no particular religion is
roughly the same as those who identify as
Protestant. The “nones” now comprise
40% or more of 18- to 44-year-olds.

“Sacred Liberty” concludes with an
analysis of the present. These days, Mr
Waldman points out, the divisive religious
cases before the Supreme Court sometimes
involve what, by historical standards, are
comparatively trivial issues, such as a bak-
er’s reluctance to make a cake for a gay wed-
ding. Even America’s most demonised reli-
gious group mostly feel secure. According
to a survey by Pew in 2017—after the vitriol
of Donald Trump’s campaign—over half of
Muslims regarded other Americans as gen-
erally favourable to them. Only 14% saw
their compatriots as unfavourable.

This insightful study is grounds for
guarded optimism. It shows that the ad-
vance of decency has been steady, hearten-
ing—and fragile. 7

Religion in America

Beyond belief

Sacred Liberty: America’s Long, Bloody
and Ongoing Struggle for Religious
Freedom. By Steven Waldman. HarperOne;
405 pages; $28.99 

  


